Abstract-Rules and processes constitute powerful representation forms. Although the same notions can be expressed in both of these representations, there is a significant difference in abstraction levels between processes and rules. In practice, rules are mostly used for the specification of rule task logic in processes. In this paper, we present various options where and how rules can be perceived in business processes. We introduce rule-based pattern perspective for process models, focusing on BPMN 2.0 Business Process Models.
I. INTRODUCTION
B USINESS Process (BP) [1] models constitute visual representations of processes of an organization. BPMN is a dominant visual modeling language used for describing processes. A BPMN model should be easy to understand for non-business users. However, sometimes such a model becomes illegible or unclear due to its complexity. One of the ways of reducing complexity is to introduce rules in order to specify low level business logic of the process. Such Business Rules (BR) [2] can describe business policies, goals, strategies or guidelines, in a form of declarative statements, constraints or predicated actions. Another issue of improving comprehensibility of the model is to use the notation in a proper way.
As BPMN specifies only a notation, thus there can be several ways of using it. There are style directions how to model BPs [3] , or guidelines for analysts based on BPs understandability (e.g. [4] ). However, a proper business process modeling is still a challenging task, especially for inexperienced users.
Design patterns in software engineering propose reusable solutions independent from the implementation technology. Similarly, workflow patterns address business requirements independently from specific workflow languages, and describe the problem, conditions that should hold for the pattern in order to be aplicable, examples of business situation, as well as its realization or implementation [5] . As the existing workflow patterns perspectives does not take into account rules, we propose rule-based pattern perspective for process models.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present the motivation for our research. Section III provides a short overview of related approaches. In Section IV we present our proposal of Rule-based Pattern Perspective for BPMN Process Models. Section V summarizes the paper.
II. MOTIVATION
Although it is possible to express the same notions (concepts, objects, system behaviour description etc.) using processes as well as rules. These two approaches are not suitable for this purpose, as they use different languages, depict different aspects of a system, and thus there is a significant difference in abstraction levels between processes and rules. However, this is neither standardized nor obvious which method is better for expressing a particular semantics.
During modeling a system using processes and rules, several questions can arise, from the simple ones like which representation is better for a specific purpose, through the integration of proceses and rules, to detail aspects of representation pragmatics. Thus, in order to organize the knowledge about process models with rules, rule-based pattern perspective for processes is introduced. Based on workflow patterns, we selected several attributes which are applied to rule-based patterns in process models. Presenting the patterns, we focused on their BPMN representation. Such patterns can help in designing models with rules and increase the comprehension level of the model.
Similarly to other languages, in the BPMN modeling language, three aspects can be distinguished: syntax, semantics and pragmatics. In the case of syntax, the current BPMN 2.0 specification [6] describes it in detail, and our research is consistent with the specification describing the syntax of rule related elements (event, tasks). BPMN semantics have also been considered in several papers [7] , however, not with an emphasis on rules. As in practice, the pragmatics of language use is essential, a short overview of the BPMN pragmatics is presented in the following section.
III. RELATED WORKS
In the case of the BPMN pragmatics the following particular issues can be considered: modeling techniques and styles, workflow patterns, as well as domain patterns. These issues are elaborated in the next subsections.
A. Workflow Patterns and Domain Process Patterns
As design patterns provide reusable solutions [9] independent from the implementation technology, workflow patterns address business requirements independently from specific workflow languages. Such patterns describe conditions that should hold for them in order to be applicable, examples of business situation, description of the problem, as well as realization or implementation in current languages [5] . Originally, van der Aalst et al. identified a set of 26 patterns that describe the control-flow perspective of business processes [5] , [10] . Table I presents an example of a typical structural control-flow pattern for implicit termination of a process 1 . In the case of the BPMN notation, this pattern is directly supported from the very beginning (version BPMN 1.0) by ending every thread of a process with an end event.
When the last token in the process generated by the start event is consumed, the process instance terminates.
Over the years, the existing workflow patterns have been evaluated [11] , [12] , [13] , revised [14] , [15] , and extended to cover new perspectives like the data and resource perspectives [16] , [17] , or time perspective [18] .
Until now, much more workflow patterns have been identified. The Workflow Patterns Initiative 2 distinguishes:
• 42 control-flow patterns,
• 43 workflow resource patterns,
• 40 workflow data patterns, • 12 abstract and 8 concrete syntax modification patterns,
• over 100 exceptions patterns of various exception types. Such patterns serves not only as good practices but also for a pattern-based evaluation of tools or standards [19] , [20] , [21] .
What is more, one can also distinguish patterns concerning the process of modeling itself [22] , [23] , like fixation patterns during process model creation [24] , or abstract and concrete syntax modifications patterns [25] , [26] .
Another kind of patterns -Domain Process Patterns (DPP) [27] -represent functions of process model fragments that are applicable to some modeling domain. They were introduced as a result of the investigation of business processes from the order management and the manufacturing production domains. Such patterns describes some domain related business operations representing a small fragment of the process. Although it is possible to consider involving rules in DPP, e.g. in Inventory Pattern one can consider rules involved in inventory management, it is not a purpose of DPP. 1 An example can be accessed at http://www.workflowpatterns.com/patterns/ control/structural/wcp11.php.
2 See: http://www.workflowpatterns.com.
Neither workflow patterns nor domain process patterns do not consider the integration of processes with rules.
B. Business Rule Patterns
A business rule taxonomy that serves as a rich source of business rules can be found in [28] , [29] . The authors specified more than 60 business rule structures that for a specific process instance: restrict the number of allowed instances of a specific process elements, restrict the coexistence of process elements of different types, specify the influence of specific data elements on the occurrence of process elements, a time restriction on process elements, or a property for a process element at a predefined process state. These rules were used for a comprehensive rule-based compliance checking approach. However, they were not analyzed from the business process representation perspective.
In the following section, we present a short overview of 10 selected rule-based patterns, analyze the rules from the business process representation perspective, and show how they can be observed in the BPMN process models.
IV. RULE-BASED PATTERNS IN BPMN PROCESS MODELS
In order to specify the rule patterns in BPMN process models, we use the following attributes: 1) Pattern Name: Descriptive name of the pattern. Choice, Deferred Conditional Choice, Conditional Task Multiplicity and Task Performer Assignment.
A. Conditional Flow
Description: Conditional Flow provides the ability to control the flow of a token based on the evaluation of the condition expression in the process instance. Motivation: Controlling the flow using conditional expressions serves as an additional building block for process model that allows for detailed controling of the flow of token through the branch of sequence flow. This pattern provides a condition for a sequence flow and is a variant of Data-based routing pattern 3 in the Data-based perspective. BPMN Elements: Conditional Sequence Flow Process Place: Intermediate An example: Conditional flow with the condition: An amount has to be higher than 100 is presented in Fig. 1 . 
C. Conditional Task/Subprocess Interruption
Description: When a specific condition is satisfied, a task/subprocess is interrupted and its further execution is abandoned. Motivation: Conditional Task Interruption pattern provides the ability to abandon the execution of a task/subprocess based on fulfilling a condition of the Conditional Triger. The pattern is related to Cancel Task pattern 5 in the Control Flow perspective. BPMN Elements: Interruptive Boundary Conditional Event attached to a Task or a Subprocess Process Place: Intermediate An example: A task that will be interrupted when Credit rating is below minimum is presented in Fig. 3 . 
D. Conditional Process Interruption with Initiation
Description: When a specific condition is satisfied, the current process is interrupted and its further execution is abandoned, and a fragment of the process is started from the Conditional Triger. A started fragment is not part of the regular control flow. Motivation: Conditional Process Interruption pattern provides the ability to abandon the execution of a process based on fulfilling a condition of the Conditional Triger and initiates a new subprocess not instantiated by normal control flow. The pattern is related to Cancel Case 6 and Cancel Region 7 patterns in the Control Flow perspective. BPMN Elements: Event Subprocess with Conditional (Interruptive) Start Event Process Place: Intermediate An example: A Process will be interrupted when a customer credit rating is invalid. Then a procedure of handling the invalid credit rating will be initiated (see: Fig. 4 ).
E. Rule-based Task
Description: Rule-based Task allows for specification of the task logic using rules and delegating work to a Business Rules Engine in order to receive calculated or inferred data. 
F. Simple Conditional (Exclusive/Multi-Choice/Complex) Choice
Description: Simple Conditional Choice diverges a branch into two or more branches, and according to specified type of choice (Exclusive/MultiChoice/Complex) the token from the incoming branch is passed to one or more outgoing branches based on the evaluation of the condition expressions of the branches in the process instance with support of a mechanism that can limit the number of the outgoing branches. Fig. 8 is deferred to a point in which either a customer credit rating will be below minimum or a customer has more than 2 unpaid loan installments. 
I. Conditional Task Multiplicity
Description: Within a given process instance, multiple instances of a task can be created according to a condition specified in the rule.
Motivation: This pattern provides a means of rule-based specification of the task multiplicity. The pattern is related to the Multiple Instance Patterns 11 in the Control Flow perspective. BPMN Elements: Multiinstance task with the specified attributes Process Place: Start, Intermediate, End An example: Credit card application has to be approved by 2 bank employees (see Fig. 9 ). In the paper, various types of workflow patterns and domain process patterns were presented. However, these patterns does not take into account rule-based aspects. Thus, we considered various options where and how rules can be perceived in business processes.
The original contribution of this paper is presentation of rule pattern perspective for process models. We described 10 selected rule-based patterns and showed the examples of such patterns in BPMN 2.0 Business Process Models. We focused on the BPMN 2.0 notation, as it is standardized process representation use both by researchers and enterprises.
As future work, we plan to supplement the patterns with other decision aspects in BP models and extend them by investigating other process languages as well as extensions of the BPMN notation [30] . Furthermore, we plan to evaluate these patterns empirically using real-life process models as well as to check the possible anomalies that these patterns can induce [31] .
We also want to include design issues using the proposed patterns [32] . as well integrate the pattern library with a process editor [33] . especially for model recommendations based on patterns during the design [34] .
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